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 Remove the fixture, shades, crystals and parts bag(s) from the carton.

     

  Attach the crossbar to the outlet box.
     (The green screw should face the floor)

Thread the hex nut onto the nipple and the nipple into the 
     crossbar. Place the canopy over the nipple and against the ceiling.
     Adjust the nipple so that 14" of threads extend beyond the canopy.
     Tighten the hex nut against the crossbar. Using the cap nut, install
     the canopy.
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  Open the end links of the chains, then attach these chains to the canopy loops. Hang the fixture on the chains and adjust to the desire
     height. Remove excess chain. Close all chain links.

Thread the lead wires and ground wire up through alternating links of the chain until the ceiling is reached.

Measure 8" of lead and ground wire beyond the top of the chain. Cut off the excess wire. Strip the insulation off the ends of the leads
    exposing approx. 12" of wire. Twist the strands of wire together. Push the leads and ground wire through the loop and into the canopy.

Fasten the ground wire to the green or bare copper wire in the outlet box or the green screw on the crossbar.

7 Fasten the white fixture lead to the white wire in the outlet box. Fasten the wires together with an approved fastener (wire nut).
     Starting about 1" below the fastener, tightly wrap the connection with electrical tape so that the connections seals the end of
     the fastener.

 
Connect the black smooth  fixture lead to the black wire in the outlet box. Fasten the joined wires as in step 7.

  Using the cap nut, loosely fasten the fixture to the outlet box. Adjust the orientation of the fixture and tighten the cap nut to secure
     the canopy to the ceiling.

Fasten the suspension rod to the junction body. Hang the decorative net to the suspension rods.

Install the labeled crystals to the designated chains. Remove tag once through. Attach decorative chain to the suspension rods.

  Install the lamps (G9 light bulbs). NOTE: This fixture is rated for 50 watt G9 lamp.

 Restore power to circuit at breaker or fuse box.
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